
       Class  Notes  
CLASS : IV  TOPIC ; REVISION WORKSHEET  

SUBJECT : ENGLISH  GRAMMAR  

  

                                     ASKING QUESTIONS     

                                  REVISION WORK SHEET  

1.Choose the correct question word to begin  each question.  

  

A.--------- is your birthday?(When/Who)  

  

B.--------old  are you? (What/How)  

  

C.-------is the time ?(Who/What)  

   

 D.--------are you going ? (Where/Who)  

                           
   
                                            

 2.Ask questions beginning with Is,Are,Was,Do.The answers are 

provided.  
  

A.Sarah is tall and slim.  
  

B.The children are happy.  
  
C.I have a pet animal.  
  

D.The teacher was present.  

                                                                              

  

    

                                          PREPOSITIONS  

3. Choose the correct prepositions. 

  



A.I go ---- school-----bus.  

a.to,by  

b.on,in  

c.of,at  

d.none of the above  

  

B.The children are sitting ------- the tree.  

 a.under  

 b.in    

 c.for                           

 d.of                                        

C.We are going ----see a film today.                

a.from   

b.to  

c.on  

d.of  

D.The train went -------- the tunnel.  

a.through  

b.near  

c.with  

d.between  

E.The little girl hid --------- the curtain.  

a.for   

b.into  

c.behind  

d.none of the above.  

  
4. Match  the first half of the sentence to the second half.  

                 A                                                      B                      

1.The girls are dancing                     a.for my friend.  

2.The birds flew                                 b.around the fire.  

3.The bucket fell                                c.over the house  

4.I bought  this gift                            d.into the well  

  

  

                                          ADVERBS  



5. Fill in the blanks with adverbs that are opposite in meaning to the 

ones given in brackets.  

  

a.Our team played --------------(well).  

b. The children worked ------------ in their  room.(loudly)  

c.The boys spoke -------------to the old woman.(rudely)  

d.He never does his work -----------.(carefully)  

  

6. Underline the adverbs and write AM for Adverb of Manner,  

AP for Adverb of Place, AT for Adverb of Time, and AF for Adverb of 

Frequency.  

a. He went inside.                                            -----------    

b. They always help beggars.                         -----------  

c. She sang sweetly                                          -----------   

d. We are going to see a film today.              -- ----------  

  

7. Replace the phrases in inverted commas with the correct adverbs 

from the following. Rewrite each sentence.   

  

(easily,immediately,everywhere,soon)  

a.It is going to be dark  ‘in a short time’.  

b.He completed the exercise ‘without any difficulty’ .  

c.The doctor came ‘as soon as posible’.  

d.We looked for lost bicycle ‘in all places’.  

  

 

  

  

    

  

  

                                          CONJUNCTIONS  

8. Choose the correct conjunctions . 

  



A.I cannot drink coffee-------- it is very hot.  

a.because  

b.but  

c.or  

d.none of the above  

  

B.The children speak English ------- their mother does not.   

a.when  

 b.if    

 c.but                           

 d.and                                      

C.Work hard --------- you want to succeed.                

a.if  

b.or  

c.but  

d.and  

D.The lions -------- tigers are wild animals.  

a.but  

b.and  

c.when    

d.none of the above  

E.The little girl can sing --------- dance.  

a.and   

b.if   

c.because  

d.none of the above.  

  
F.You must not tell lies---------your mother will punish you. 

a.or  

b.but  

c.so  

 d.all the above                                     



  
9. Circle  the conjunctions in the following sentences. A. 

I like popcorn and my sister also likes popcorn.  

B.Nita knocked on the door, but no one answered.             

C.The cat is in my room because it is raining.  

D.Raj or Rahim will go with us.  

    
 Note : This is a work sheet.No need to write it in the notebook.  

                 

                           Content prepared absolutely at home.  

  

    


